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General System Requirements

**Environmental**
Heating, ventilation, and air conditioning requirement for general equipment locations must maintain temperature at 72° ± 5° Fahrenheit (22° ± 3° Celsius) and non-condensing relative humidity at 20 - 80%.

Equipment’s designed airflow is from bottom to top and front to back. Please design the air handling in the rack cabinet equipment area accordingly.

**Power**

**Velara Generator with PDU 4000**

Power Output: 100kW

Supply Configuration:
- 3-Phase, 3-Wire Power and Ground, Delta or Wye
- 3-Phase, 4-Wire Power with Neutral + Ground, Wye,

Nominal Line Voltage: 380, 400, 440, 460 or 480 VAC, 60 Hz.

Branch Power Requirement: 225 KVA

Circuit Breaker: 3 pole, 125 A

**Remote Service Diagnostics**
Medical Imaging equipment to be installed by Philips is equipped with a service diagnostic feature which allows for remote and on-site service diagnostics. To establish this feature, a FJ45 type Ethernet 10/100/1000 Mbit network connector must be installed. Access to customer's network via their remote access server is needed for Remote Service Network (RSN) connectivity. All costs with this feature are the responsibility of the customer.